
LDR Committee Meeting, April 14th, 2019 
Meet after Stow Lake Stampede 5k at Golden Gate Park, at 10am near the start/finish 

Agenda: 

1) Having only 1 Championship race per distance on the RGP.  
a. Keep all the races on the RGP, but only 1 (per distance) should be 

designated as the PA Championship 
. 

2) Prize money from races.  
a. Discuss ALL prize money (individual and team) go directly from race 

to recipient, and not have any go through the PA office.   

3) 2019 RGP schedule feedback.  

4) Recap of Oakland Relays (lessons learned and looking forward to 2020). 

  
5) Scoring software system upgrade:  

a. We’ve had it as a budget item but no one has worked to resolve 
b. Any volunteers to manage project and get movement on finding/

building/updating program? 

6) 2020 there will be a PA banquet (all PA = LDR, T&F, Youth, RW). We will 
therefore not have our usual LDR only banquet. Will have to determine what 
Awards to present so that it doesn’t take so much time. 

7) Team uniforms for road:  If a team is sponsored by a national brand, they still 
have to have designation of their club team. 

8) The LDR/XC guidelines say our XC series will have 8 to 10 races.  We now have 
11.  I suggest changing the guidelines to say 8 to 11 races. 

9)  Should we lower the XC stipend to the PA from $100 to $50 to be more aligned 
in ratio to the road series? 

10)FYI, one of the Trail races we initially had on the series has bailed or cancelled. 
Jean and Nakia are working to get an equivalent race on the circuit as well as 
another one in the summer. 



21.0 TEAM UNIFORMS/IDENTIFICATION 

21.
1

Each Grand Prix team member must have a clearly visible club affiliation on the racing uniform in a 
championship event. This requirement is satisfied by the wearing of a club’s official singlet.

21.
2

Athletes not wearing a club singlet for a legitimate reason (such as those athletes required to wear a national 
sponsor’s uniform) must meet this requirement by wearing a clearly visible pinned-on club designation on the 

back of the racing singlet during PA/USATF championship competition. An athlete not meeting these 
requirements will be subject to disqualification from team scoring. Such disqualification is not automatic but 

may occur upon protest by another club or athlete.


